Abstract. Telecommunication operators provide services and enable customers to compose their own packages of services. While designing a service-oriented system, deciding whether a service interaction is desired or harmful is a subjective choice which depends on the requirements expressed by the user with respect to the service integration. In this paper, we define both a formalism and a methodology which, respectively, allows us to automatically analyze a class of interactions based on specification consistency, and implements the previous analysis. For the latter (i.e. the methodology), we take advantage of both specifier expertise and formal methods. Hence, adding a new service on a system consists in a static design step providing a consistent specification and thus aiming at reinforcing the specification quality, taking into account the expert choices. Service requirements are expressed by means of an axiomatic formalism which includes variables, invariant properties and state transition rules (str). The interaction analysis is based on algorithms which check specification consistency. Each detected interaction is then avoided thanks to an expert choice correcting the anomaly.
Introduction
The work presented in this paper was performed within the French project ValiServ 3 in collaboration with the French telecommunication company FranceTelecom and the LSR team of the university J. Fourier of Grenoble [7] . This project was devoted to service (feature) design for telecommunication purposes. The aim of this project was to better answer both feature system specification and the underlying problems: feature integration and feature interactions. Indeed, software telecommunication systems are composed of a kernel providing the basic expected functionalities and a set of satellite this work was partially supported by the RNRT French project VALISERV and by the European Commission under WGs Fireworks (23531) entities, called features 4 Each of them aims to modify the set of functionalities characterising the rest of the system (possibly including other already existing features). This project also aimed to develop an assistant tool for integrating new phone services. The interest was to provide support for rapid service-oriented development which is an important issue, especially for telecommunication operators. Indeed, the primary motivation to offer numerous features to users is that the set of offered features differentiates providers, and then becomes a significant source of income. However, if some behaviors of a telecommunication system do not conform to some feature descriptions offered to customers, this may have calamitous effects on the public image of the concerned provider.
The paper is the continuation of the works developed in [3, 2] by giving the theoretical basis of the methodology and the tool presented respectively in [3] and in [2] . This will briefly recalled in Section 4). Our purpose is then to formally define an integration methodology allowing to solve interactions resulting from an inconsistent integration of a feature in a system specification, according to expert's point of view. The theoretical foundations will be based on algorithms the correctness of which will be proved (see Theorem 2 and Theorem 3). These algorithms deal with specification consistency. More precisely, interactions are properties which are violated. They may be qualified as desirable or not by an expert who can modify both the considered property, and integration choices to make service integration conform to its judgment. Thus, interaction resolution takes care of interactions which may be introduced during the integration process. To ease the service design, we define an axiomatic formalism (i.e. system behavior is specified by logical properties) which will be used for detection and resolution. This formalism aims to specifying telecommunication systems viewed along phone services at which customers can subscribe. This assistant tool implements the methodology developed in this paper. Now, both formalism and methodology developed in the paper can be obviously extended and applied to specify and automatically analyze interaction in systems viewed along services (not necessarily phone services) at which objects can subscribe (e.g. lifts equipped with different services such as the basic service and the service which indicates a priority floor).
The methodology presented in this paper will then take advantage of the designer's expertise with an interactive integration activity assisted by static analysis of specification consistency. This static analysis will be based on symbolic techniques dealing with phone variables to deduce the appropriate subscription configuration. Hence, the formalism defined in this paper will manipulate state transition rules (str), invariants and inequations between phone variables. The formalism developed in the paper is then a simple restricted pre -post logical language. The interest of such a language is twofold:
1. it allows to automatically detect inconsistencies after integrating new feature in a system specification. This is precisely the main goal of the present paper.
2. its syntax is very simple up to some syntactical suga. 5 Hence, specifications are made readable for the expert what will ease his(her) choices to circumvent inconsistencies. Besides, this has been experimented in the ValiServ project, with some experts of our partner FranceTelecom.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the formalism and the notion of specification consistency on which our interactions are based on. Specifications are provided in the form of invariant properties and state transition rules, very much as in [18] . Examples are also provided. For lack of space, we present a simple and pedagogical example which only integrates three features on a basic system. More generally, our method can deal with all services which can be expressed within our specification formalism and integrated on the intelligent network (see [1] and [13] for more than 20 examples of such service specifications). Section 3 details the algorithms used to check specification consistency in the integration process. Section 4 presents the methodology and our results on usual services using the tool [2] developed in the ValiServ project. Finally, related works are addressed in Section 5.
Service specification
Here, we define a formalism dedicated to service (so-called feature) telecommunication systems. Services will be specified along two types of predicates, subscription and status. By the former, we will specify what and how customers subscribe to a service. For instance 6 , Ì Ë´Ü Ýµ will mean that Ü has subscribed to Ì Ë and any call from Ý to Ü is forbidden. By the latter, we will specify communication situations such as to be busy, idle, etc... Moreover, telecommunication systems are dynamic systems. Therefore, in order to automatically analyze interactions, the formalism under definition will manipulate sentences of the form´ÔÖ Ú ÒØ ÔÓ×Øµ where ÔÖ and ÔÓ×Ø will be finite sets of atoms denoting respectively pre and post-conditions and Ú ÒØ will be an event triggering side-effect. Moreover, some invariants roughly defined by free-quantifier first-order formulae(i.e. state-evolution independent) will be stated.
Syntax
The formalism is devoted to specify features in telecommunication systems. Its syntax is closely related to the one developed in [9] . Vocabularies (so-called signatures) over which pre and post-conditions and invariants will be built on, will then contain two types of predicates: status and subscription predicates. Note, by the definition of signatures, that variables are the only allowed arguments for the predicates and the events. Hence, variables will necessarily denote terminals.
Definition 1 (Signature
Systems will be specified by means of two kinds of formulae: State transition rules (×ØÖ) and Invariants. Moreover, as we are interested by automatically analyzing interactions (which will be defined by properties), manipulated formulae will be constrained on their form. We have chosen to separate in str-formulae, subscription atoms from pre and postconditions because events do not modify subscriptions. Hence, subscriptions are necessarily preserved along transitions.
Notation 2

Definition 4 (Service specification).
A service specification is a ¾-tuple´¦ Üµ where ¦ is a signature and Ü is a set of str-formulae and invariants over ¦.
is said finite if both ¦ and Ü are a finite signature and finite set of axioms, respectively. In the sequel Ü will be also noted ËÌÊ Á. ËÌÊ and Á will then contain all the str-formulae and invariants, respectively, of Ü.
Examples
We now provide examples: the specifications of the basic telecommunication system, classically called POTS, and of three common services destined to be plugged on it. The different components of the specifications will be indexed by the specification name. Moreover, elements of the underlying system POTS are implicitly present for the specification of the three services. example 1: POTS, the Plain Old Telephone Service ËØ ÈÇÌË contains Ð ´Üµ ("Ü is idle"), ÐÛ Ø´Üµ ("Ü is in dial waiting state"), ÐÐ Ö´Ü Ýµ (resp. ÐÐ ´Ü Ýµ) ("Ü is in communication with Ý as the caller (resp. callee) part"), Ö Ò Ò ´Ü Ýµ ("Ü is ringing from the caller Ý"), Ö Ò ´Ü Ýµ ("Ü is hearing the tone of the call to Ý"), Ù×ÝØÓÒ ´Üµ ("Ü is hearing the busy tone"). By convention, Ë ÈÇÌË is empty since by default all phones are supposed to subscribe to the basic service POTS. ÈÇÌË contains Ó ÓÓ ´Üµ meaning that Ü is hooked off, ÓÒ ÓÓ ´Üµ (Ü is hooked on), Ð´Ü Ýµ (Ü dials Ý). ËÌÊ ÈÇÌË contains:
Á ÈÇÌË contains several invariants expressing that status predicates are mutually exclusive when they concern the same variables. For example, it contains:
For lack of space, we do not give all such invariants. However, they can be found in [1] .
POTS characterises the behavior of a terminal which has just subscribed to the basic telephone service, when communicating with another terminal with the same subscription. For example, says that if the call initiator hangs up during a communication, then his party gets a busy tone. 
Specifications are restricted to service specificities. They implicitly refer to the underlying system. For example, the TCS specification contains a service invariant characterising a newly prohibited situation (the subscriber terminal cannot be put in communication with a terminal from its screening list) and a limited behavioral description (what happens when a forbidden terminal attempts to call the subscribing terminal). 
Semantics Definition 5 (Models
The last condition on the carrier cardinality of ¦-models prevents trivial ¦-models. A trivial ¦-model is such that the number of terminals in Í is not sufficient to satisfy each inequation occuring in the ØÖ part of each formula in STR and I.
Fundamental results
We first define a ¦-model which will be useful to us in the next section. Let ¦ ´ËØ Ë µ be a signature. Let Í and Ë È´ËØ ¦´Í µµ be two sets of terminals and states, respectively. Let ËÌÊ be a set of str-formulae over ¦. Obviously, the consitency of means the consistency of STR and of I. By construction, the consistency of I implies that Á ¦´ µ is not empty. In the following, the question of (the verification of) the consisitency of I will be simply denoted by InvCons.
Therefore, if ´ Á ¦´ µµ does not satisfy then by construction of ´ Á ¦´ µµ which relies on str-formulas, either two str-formulas lead to tow incompatible states with the same event or a str-formula leads to a state violating the invariants. These two cases are denoted by respectively NonDet for non-deterministic str-formulas and ViolInv for the non preservation of the invariants by str-formulas. Let us note that the proof of Theorem 1 highlights the 3 questions to solve in order to show specification consistency. They have been noted InvCons, NonDet and ViolInv. The two last ones will be solved by the two algorithms given in Section 3. The first question will be dealt in Section 4.2.
Service integration
The key question now is how to define service integration provided with an adequate semantic counterpart. A first answer might be to consider the union of axioms issued from different service specifications. However, this is not a good solution. Indeed, recall that a service is defined as possibly modifying the behavior of the existing system on which it will be plugged on. Hence, any system obtained by the union of axioms of its different services would be lucky enough to be inconsistent. Therefore, in order to avoid to introduce inconsistencies during integration steps, choices are needed about which axioms are preserved, lost, modified and added. Hence, the integration of two services will be parameterized by choices. In this paper, we propose an interactive methodology based on algorithms introduced in Section 3 to determine these choices. These algorithms will automatically check formal correctness of service specifications. When inconsistencies (i.e. interactions) are detected, they are presented to an expert who makes integration choices (see Section 4 for more explanations on how this methodology is worked up).
Interactions
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that the inconsistency of a service specification may be the result of: the inconsistency of invariants InvCons, or the non-determinism of some events such as specified in the service specification NonDet, or because some str-formulae question some invariants ViolInv.
The first step, that it the question of invariant consistency InvCons, boils down to a classical boolean satisfiability problem 11 . The way we reduce InvCons to the boolean satisfiability problem will be handled in Section 4.2. Below, we detail the algorithms which solve the two last questions NonDet and ViolInv.
Non-determinism
The first algorithm, corresponding to NonDet, is expressed as follows: Then, the above algorithm answers true. 
Invariant preserving
Let
Methodology and experiments
When integrating a new feature, we enter upon the problem of how to apply the three algorithms, and in which order, in order to ensure the consistency of the resulting specification.
The Design Phase Process
We have seen in Section 2.5 that to avoid introducing inconsistency during integration, choices are needed about which formulae are preserved, lost, modified or added. We propose an interactive approach based on the algorithms introduced before. Interactions are detected and presented to an expert who makes integration choices.
2. when a consistency conflict occurs on invariants by the second algorithm, the choice of the expert necessarily rests on invariants (i.e. str-formulae of ËÌÊ are preserved).
Implementation
In the Valiserv project framework, the process presented in the previous section has been implemented. We have then defined a prototype to help the expert for specifying and validating service-oriented telecommunication systems. To produce more efficient implementations of algorithms, a first step of the above process has been to restrict the cardinality of the set of variables occurring in axioms of the specification under consideration. This has allowed to reduce the invariant consistency InvCons to a propositional satisfiability problem of reasonable size and to decrease the complexity of the step 3) in both the algorithms NonDet and ViolInv. The point is to translate a set of invariants into an equivalent single invariant. To achieve this purpose we first transform any axioms into its Skolem form. To simplify, let us consider an invariant of the form 
Case study
The above methodology has been applied on many telecommunication examples. Among other, it has been applied on the example presented in Section 2. Here, we give the report of this case study. Its interest is it is significant enough but short enough to be presented in this paper. We incrementally integrate several services yielding the system
The main steps have been the following:
POTS· ½ TCS: a non-determinism has been detected between ¾ and ½ . We have modified ¾ , intuitively giving the priority to TCS on POTS.
((POTS· ½ TCSµ· ¾ CFB): a non-determinism has been detected between ¿ and ¿ . We have modified ¿ . We have then detected that ¿ violates the TCS invariant ½ . We have corrected it by adding Ì×´ µ to the subscription set of ¿ . Then, we add the following str-formula for the case we have Ì×´ µ:
Thus, TCS has the priority on CFB and CFB has the priority on POTS.
: a non-determinism has been detected between ½ and ½ . We have modified ½ , intuitively giving the priority to INTL on POTS, TCS and CFB.
The specification of POTS, TCS, CFB and INTL together contains twenty formulas. During the integration process, we have modified four of them and introduced a new one. The ValiServ tool automatically detects current interactions, presents the detected interactions to the expert under a detailed form and allows the expert to modify the related specification part so that the considered interaction is suppressed according to its judgment. Such an approach allows to manage the intrinsic complexity of serviceoriented systems since the expert only intervenes to solve interactions according to their subjective status. Thus, our service integration method may be viewed as a sequence of expert choices in a set of resolution options, each of these expert choices coming from an automatic feature interaction detection.
Related Work
Several previous works have already tackled service integration and interaction detection issues from a high level of abstraction. In particular, new architectures have been designed for telecommunications systems in order to facilitate the addition of a new service. [4] or [12] give such approaches, helpful for designing and implementing new services but not useful to found rigorous interaction detection methods. [21] gives a general framework to systematically combine services together. Only consistent combinations of services are considered. When an inconsistency is detected for a given combination of services, it means that there exists an interaction between the combined services. However, the paper is not concerned by the need of providing theoretical and methodological help in order to combine service in presence of interactions. Some other works, like [8] , are also based on the use of model-checking tools in order to detect interactions. It allows to consider general temporal properties. The main drawback of all these approaches is that it requires to instantiate a priori different configurations to build all the interesting subscription patterns among a small number of fixed phones.
We claim that the use of symbolic technics for dealing with phone variables is the key to deduce interactions built over an appropriate number of phones equipped with their subcriptions. Some other works manipulate generic variables to represent phones, without restricting the number of phones to be considered. In particular, several approaches rely on STR-like specifications. [9] precisely explains the interest of the joint use of STR formulas, invariants and inequality preconditions. The authors were already concerned with providing guidelines to integrate a service on the basic call system and hints on how to perform non-determinism checks. Unfortunately, the described detections are mainly guided by hand-waving and thus, there was no study of how to systematically support this process. Our framework which is largely inspired by their process, addresses this weakness. [18, 22] has proposed specialised techniques for interaction detection based on STR-like specifications. From a given initial state, they analyse properties of reachability graphs in terms of non-determinism or deadlock or contradictions raised by the simultaneous application of two STR sentences . . . Works introduced in [24, 23] discuss the advantage of dealing with static directly methods, without building any intermediate graph. They introduce techniques for finding interactions from nondeterminism criteria or from elicitation knowledge between two services. They compute a lot of interactions, but as they do not look for service integration, they do not exploit their presence to compose services in an adequate way. Moreover, as they do not use invariants, they cannot help the specifier in designing STR specifications. Let us remark that we handle the preservation of invariants as in [5] . However, underlying proof-based techniques require too much expertise to our point of view. [20, 6, 10] introduce systematic mechanisms of service composition avoiding a lot of interactions. Roughly speaking, they are all based on some precedence relations between services: the last integrated one seems to have the highest priority level. However, if undesirable interactions subsist, then it is not possible to review the integrated system, except if a new design process is managed from the beginning.
Conclusion and perspectives
We presented a methodology for service-oriented development that takes interaction and integration issues into account. We introduce a dedicated formalism taking into account subscriptions. and manipulating two kinds of formulae, state invariants and state transition rules. We give algorithms allowing the specifier to check the consistency of the specification under consideration. The service integration results from the incremental insertion of formulas preserving at each step the consistency of the target specification. Each detected consistency problem represents an interaction and requires an expert decision to modify, replace the formula causing the consistency problem. A pedagogical example illustrates both the facility of using our specification formalism and the scope of our method. The whole methodology has been positively evaluated through an assistant tool and case studies developed within a project in partnership with a telecommunication operator. This can be pursued in several ways. In particular, we should improve the efficiency of our algorithms and we should more precisely study state reachability issues in order to ensure that each detected non-determinism case corresponds to a real interaction case. From a methodological point of view, we aim to strengthen expert assistance by minimizing choices and backtrack at design step. Such improvement should rely not only on theoretical consideration but also on expertise about the telecommunication domain. Finally, this approach was a first exploration of an effective expert-assisted integration methodology in the context of the ValiServ project. Thus it has been elaborated using typical examples of services related to the IN. We should now explore how these results could be adapted or extended to more recent services.
